
EFFECTS OF EU EXPANSION ESSAY

The European Expansion and its Effects on the World Essay The industrial revolution had several effects on Europe
including: increased population.

Subscribe Thanks. This makes it easier to work abroad without having to retrain in different national
qualifications. Removal of customs barriers mean 60 million customs clearance documents per year no longer
need to be completed, cutting bureaucracy and reducing costs and delivery times Countries in the EU, are
amongst the highest positions in the Human Development Index HDI Poorer countries, such as Ireland,
Portugal and Spain have made significant degrees of economic development since they joined the European
Union. Colonization has had a prodigious influence on developing the modernity of a country. European
societies looked to gain as much land as possible in many different locations. Turkey does not recognise the
legitimacy of the Greek Cypriot government but the EU insists that Turkey opens its ports and airports to ships
and planes coming from Cyprus. The contagion sent waves of economic turbulence across the European
Union. The prospect of gaining membership of the EU, encourage countries to implement human rights
legislation. EU TRANSFER New members are going to benefit numerously from EU transfers not just in
financial or monetary terms but technological wise, Bulgaria and Romania been new member of the EU will
enjoy transfer of funds to assist boost its economy operations to make sure it is not left behind in anyway.
Also Europe and the Americas both benefited from the exchange of foreign crops and livestock across the
Triangle trade routes. This also give bias appropriation of fund because more social fund will be diverted to
poorer member counties which is not giving room for fair equity and equal distribution of resources. Relation
of British Companies to the World Economy 2 2. With that, the socialization of the European Union can be
measured in context to this event. Many Europeans felt that they could colonize the New World without fear
of religious persecution due to English and European Reformations. There has been successful deregulation of
airlines, electricity and gas markets. In he moved his army into Rhineland effectively taking it over. Company
who deal with customer services like the Communication service providers could outsource this part of their
operation to this new member state because of its cheap, eligible and able labour workforce. There are
numerous pre-entry conditions that have to be met by any country seeking EU membership, but it seems that
Croatia's entry into the EU will pass through relatively untroubled. Environmental treaties which have sought
to deal with European wide environmental problems such as acid rain. The migration of labour from accession
countries was larger than many economists predicted in but during the strong growth years of , inward
migration into the UK helped to offset some of the longer-term effects of ageing populations and the slow
growth of the population of working age. EU policy is in place to help reserve and safeguard their rich
heritage of species and natural habitat. African comebacks to colonial rule varied from place to place and over
time. The very definition of economic imperialism is that countries expand their territories to collect resources
in order to garner economic profit. These included economical, political, and cultural motives. Its aim of
establishment is coming to light and it is visible with economy, political proofs. Clean water at Europa. In the
s there were great revolution as member counties removed custom duties on goods and services exported and
imported from each other and also allowing a free cross border trade for the first time in history; during this
period farmers are really earning well as their was a lot of agricultural activities during this period and also a
lot of agricultural product and food among member countries and the economy as a result is been improved
and peace and unity reigned amongst these member countries. Serbia, Albania and Montenegro are also
candidate countries to expand the single market to thirty countries or more. The light skinned and bearded
Spaniard led his men into territory occupied by the Aztec civilization. This will as a result bring about a good
and strengthened economic and political relationship between member state of the EU and the neighbouring
country. EU has enabled people to travel freely across national boundaries making trade and tourism easier
and cheaper.


